In this paper we discuss the runtime support required $r the parallelization ofunstructured data-parallel appJications on nonuniprm and adaptive environments. The a p proach presented i s reasonably general and is applicable to a wide variety ofregular as well as irregular applications. We present perprmance results &r the solution o f an unstructured mesh on a cluster ofheterogeneous workstations.
1, Introduction
Most computing environments consist of a cluster of nodes connected by a high-speed interconnection network. Node architectures include high-performance SIMD and MIMD parallel computers as well as numerous highperformance workstations. By pooling as many resources as possible, these environments represent the largest machine to which a researcher has access. This pool of resources may change over the lifetime of the computation due to machine failures or differing usage patterns. It should be possible to add or remove computational resources without significantly affecting the other machines and without changing the existing software, In such an environment an individual machine can be dedicated to a single user's computation or shared by users. The former has the advantage of providing static computing capability for each machine, while the lab ter has a higher rate of utilization. The resources available to the user may be classified as: Efficient parallelization of data-parallel applications requires careful attention to:
o Load Balance: The computational load on each processor should be proportional to the processor's computational power.
0 Data Partitioning: Data should be partitioned such that nonlocal data accesses are minimized. This results in low communication costs.
Several methods of data partitioning to achieve efficient parallelization of data-parallel applications for static computational environments have been discussed in the literature and are part of data-parallel languages such as HighPerformance Fortran 1 4 1 and potential extensions [5] .
Limited research has been targeted towards parallel compilers and runtime support for nonuniform and/or adaptive environments, Nedeljkovic and Quinn [lo] developed a data-parallel C compiler with dynamic load balancing for a network of workstations. Siege11 and Steenkiste [ 121 implemented a runtime system that supports automatically generated programs with dynamic load balancing for workstations. Keyser, Lust, and Roose [9] implemented a paralBel 2-D multiblock Eulermavier-Stokes solver with adaptive block refinement and runtime load balancing for different parallel architecture, including clusters of workstations.
In this paper we discuss the runtime support required for the garallelization of an unstructured mesh on a cluster of workstations. Many of these optimizations and issues are equally important for parallelization of a wide variety of structured as well as unstructured applications on an adaptive computing environment. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the computational environment. Section 3 describes the runtime support library, Section 4 presents performance measures for nonuniform and adaptive environments. Section 5 presents the performance of the library on a duster of heterogeneous workstations c o~e c t e d by Ethernet. The conclusions are presented in Section 6. rary PI.
Computational environment
Our model is restricted to the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) model of execution. In this model the same program is executed on all processors. Parallelism is achieved by partitioning the data structures and associated computations among processors. We are targeting a nonuniform computational environment where the computational resources available may change adaptively. We assume th following:
The changes in computational resources are gradual enough that remapping is not required as soon as the computational resources adapt. Data-parallel progams execute by iterating through a sequence of several phases. There is an implicit synchronization at the end of execution of every phase. We assume that remapping can be performed after a phase is completed. The effect of the change in computational resources during the execution of one phase is not expected to cause the overall performance to deteriorate significantly.
0 Minimal amount of computational resources are available for the remapping and redistribution of data.
In our current software, the specific places in the program where checks are made to ensure that the effects of any change of available computational resources warrant a redistribution of the data is left to the programmer.
Runtime support
Parallelization of iterative and unstructured data-parallel applications requires four major phases (see Figure 1) . The first phase involves data partitioning. In this phase the nodes of the graph are renumbered to improve locality, which makes it easy to repartition the graph when the available resources change. The next two phases concern analyze data-access patterns and communication between processors. The last phase involves load balancing, in which the load on each processor is monitored and, if necessary, the data is redistributed to balance the load. In static environments phase C: tends to be executed multiple times, while phase Is is executed once. In adaptive environments and/or adaptive applications' phase B is executed whenever data is redistributed. sppective of parallel computing. The nodes of these graphs represent tasks that can be executed concurrently, while the edges represent the interactions between them. Further, the computational graphs derived from many applications are such that the vertices correspond to two-or threedimensional coordinates, and the interaction between computations is limited to vertices that are physically proximate.
3.1,
Several graph-partitioning methods are described in the literature, There are simple and fast heuristics for achieving partitioning by clustering physically proximate nodes (based on coordinate information) in two or three dimensions. Important heuristics include recursive coordinate bisection, inertial bisection, scattered decomposition, geometry-based partitioners, and index-based partitioners. There are a number of methods that use explicit edge information to achieve better partitioning. Important heuristics include simulated annealing, mean-field annealing, recursive spectral bisection, recursive spectral multisection, &cut-based methods, and genetic algorithms.
When computational resources are nonuniform, the parallelization of this computational graph requires partitioning the graph such that each processor is assigned nodes with computational weight proportional to the computational capabilities of that processor, and the number of cross edges are minimized. In adaptive environments there is a need to remap the graph when the available computational resources adapt according to the new computational capabilities of the processors. Many of the above methods are computationally expensive and thus are not suitable for such environments.
We have shown in [Ill that computational graphs representing applications from the physical domain can be transformed into a simple architecture-independent onedimensional representation that encapsulates the locality in these graphs (see Figure 2 ). This representation allows for a fast mapping of the computational graph onto the underlying computational resources at the time of execution. Let the nodes of the vertex set be numbered !?om 1 through n. The architecture-independent transformation permutes all thenodes of the graph such that locality is improved. Eet
The goal of this transformation is to achieve good partitioning for a wide range of partitions. After the initid transformation it is inexpensive to partition the one-dimensional list among the processors according to their computational capability, since partitioning is equivalent to assigning contiguous blocks of vertices to each partition. The size of each blockis proportionalto the weight of thepartition. When the computational resources adapt, the same transformation can be used for repartitioning. Several algorithms for achieving this transformation and their performance are described in [81.
Inspector
In this section we outline the preprocessing needed by the inspector to generate the arguments required by the executor to perform the computations. The inspector has two main functions: data referencing, and generating a communication schedule [I]. is proportional to the number of processors. It can be replicated on each processor (see Figure 4) . To obtain the home processor of a particular element the list is searched until the processor holding the element is found. A processor holds an element if the element I s greater than or equal to the first element that belongs to the processor, and less than or equal to the last element that belongs to it. The local address of a particular element is computed by subtracting it from the first element that belongs to its home processor. Although the computation cost of the translationusing this table is significant, it is negligible compared to the cost of using communication for dereferencing using the simple scheme. The following information is available at a given processor P at this stage:
I. Send list: a list of arrays that store the local references of processor P that must be sent to other processors. The size of each m a y is maintained.
2. Permutation list: an array that stores the placement order in the local buffer of P for the data elements that processor P will receive when the schedule is used in the executor phase. It also includes information about the sizes of the messages that P will receive from other processors.
Efficient genexation of communication schedules for nonlocal references can be done using two phases. The first phase removes duplicate accesses to avoid fetching a data item more then once. This is done by using a hash For many irregular applications the accesses are symmetric (commutative) in nature (i.e., iterative techniques for the finite element method). If nodes n1 and 722 are stored on different processors itnd there is an edge between them, then the processor that stores n1 will access n2 and vice versa. One can exploit this symmetry to eliminate the communication required to generate the communication schedule. Although a processor may be able to determine the nodes it needs to send to every processor, it will not be able to determine the order in which these nodes are sent. Sorting of nodes based on their indices can determine the correct order of the nodes. This optimization is useful only when the cost of sorting is much smaller than the cost of off-processor accesses.
We have developed two methods for building communication schedules based on the above optimizations. We shall refer to them as schedulesortl and schedulesort2. In schedule-sortl we sort both the sending list and thepermutation list of each processor in increasing order. Each segment of the permutation list which points to the locations of the nodes that will be received from a particular processor is sorted according to the local references of these nodes in their home processor, Each segment of the sending list is sorted independently, thus the contents of each message is sent in increasing order and received in the same order (see Figure  3) . Sorting the sending list can be avoided if a restriction is added that the nodes are traversed in increasing order according to their local references when building a communication schedule. We shall refer to this method as schedulesort2.
Executor
The executor uses the communication schedules generated by the inspector to move data between the processors in the environments and to perform the necessary computations. There are two basic primitives, gather and scatter. Gather is used to fetch off-processor elements, whilescatter i s used to to send off-processor elements. There are several ways to achieve the repartitioning such that contiguous blocks are assigned to every processor. We will use the term arrangements to represent each of the possible ways of partitioning. There are p ! arrangements for p processors. We discuss a simple strategy for the minimization of the communication cost of redistributing data items. The two factors contributing to data redistribution time are procedure 
MCR(L,P,L2)
/* P is the number of processors. L is the array which has the arrangement of the processors. The function COST given two different arrangements of processors returns the cost of data redistribution. L2 is the array which contains the arrangement of processors generated by the procedwe */ 
for(1 5 i 5 P )
for(1 5 j 5 P )
MOVE(L2, L[i], j). temp := COST(L, L2)
.
MOVE(LS,L[i],jmzn).
min := temp. j m i n := j .
end. the amount of data to be transferred and the number of messages generated.
The amount of data movement can be reduced by finding a new arrangement that maximizes the overlap between the original intervals and the new intervals. For example, consider a list of 100 elements and 5 processors with the following ratios of computational capabilities: PO = 0.27, PI = 0.18,Pz = 0.34,Ps = 0.07,andPq = 0.14. Letusassume that the onedimensional list is divided among the processors using the arrangement ( Po, P I , PZ , P3, P4) . If the computational capabilities of the processors adapts to 0.10, 0.13, 0.32, 0.24, 0.21, respectively, then dividing the list according to the original arrangement (PO, P I , P 2 , P3, P4) will yield 34 overlapped elements (see Figure 5 (a) ) (i.e., 66 elements have to be moved across a network). On the other hand, if the list is divided using the arrangement (PO, Ps,Pl, Pz, P4), the number of overlapped elements will increase to 67 (see Figure 5 (b) ). The number of messages generated can also be taken into account by incorporating it into the cost of redistribution. Using the first arrangement (Figure 5 (a) ), the number of messages needed to redistribute the data is 5; the number of messages needed to redistribute the data for the latter arrangement ( Figure 5  (b) ) is 4.
Choosing the best arrangement by trying out all cases is feasible only for a small number of processors. Figure  6 gives a simple greedy algorithm which generates only a subset of all the arrangements, considering data overlap and number of messages generated. Our simulations show that this algorithm (MinimizeCostRedistribution (MCR)) produces good suboptimal results. The algorithm MOVE, which is used by MCR, is described in Figure 7 . The time requirement for this algorithmis O(p3), wherep is the number of processors.
Adaptive load balancing
When the available computational resources change, a remapping of data items may be required to maintain good load balance. This can be divided into four phases: makes the decision about repartitioning the data. Centralized load-balancmg algorithms are suitable for an environment with a small number of processors. This currently requires sending the load information as separate messages to the controller, which broadcasts the decision to all the processors. When better resource management tools are available, we hope to have distributed strategies. The goal of a good parallelization for the targeted environment is to minimize the idle time on any given processor. Using information from the current phase, the data (and associated computations) should be redistributed such that the idle time for the next phase is minimized. This assumes that the Computational resources allocated for the data parallel computation are the same as for the previous phaseO2 The controller determines from time to time whether the remapping of data is profitable. Remapping is considered profitable if its cost is offset by an improvement in time for the next phase. If it is not profitable, the controller broadcasts an appropriate message to all the processors, and computations are resumed for the next phase. Otherwise, the controller computes new data intervals for each processor based on its estimated computational capability in the previous phase.
The new intervals are broadcast to all the processors and the data is redistributed among the processors.
The frequency of this load-balancing check has to be set based on the following:
The overhead of load balancing. This should represent a small fraction of the time between successive loadbalancing steps
The rate at which the underlying computationd resources adapt. If the computational environment adapts slowly, the frequency can be low. Clearly, if the computationd resources adapt very frequently, effective parallelization will not be possible.
Techniques to choose the best frequency are outside the scope of this paper.
The controller receives the new computational capability of the processors and determines whether remapping the data is ]profitable. Remapping is considered profitable if the effect of the change in the load is expected to improve the overall computation time for the environment in the next phase to offset the cost of remapping. If remapping is not profitable, the controller processor broadcasts an appropriate message to the processors and computations are resumed for the next iteration.
o If remapphg is requkd, gerformhg the data move--2 7 h i s could be extended t o techniques that would predict the available computationalresourccs based on more &an one previous phase. If the operatkg system can guarantee that a process will be allocated a particular amount of resources for the next phase, this can also be used to predict the amount of computationalresources availablein the next phase.
ment.
In our WlTent implementation each processor monitors its own load and sends it to a controller processor, which Latency is an important factor when performing parallel computing on a general network. The number of messages generated by our library could be reduced significantly by using multicast. In a multicast environment the software overhead of sending multiple messages over a network could be reduced by multicasting one message with the combined data for all the processors. Each receiver would use the part for which it was the destination, which wouldreduce the overhead cost without increasing the actual cost of transmission. Our library has the ability to use multicast to perform all communications between processors in the environments if the network supports multicast (e.g., Ethernet PI, ATbf [6D. The performance of ip parallel application is usually measured in terms of speedup and efficiency. It is difficult to have analagous terms for nonuniform computational environment. In this section we give a general delinition of efficiency that is suitable for data-parallel applications in a nonuniform environment. Let the amount of time required for computing a task be given by T ( p i ) on processor i if it is executed sequentially. Thus, processor i can com- In this section we study the effectiveness of the different optimizations suggested in the previous section. We evaluated the library on a cluster of SUN4 workstations connected by Ethernet using the P4 message-passing environment. Table 1 shows the average cost of remapping different array sizes (floating point) over 100 randomly generated samples. These results show that using the heuristic improved the cost of data remapping in all cases. It also shows that the total time required for remapping (with or without the optimization) is very small. This is critical for effective parallelization. Table 2 shows the execution time of MinimizeCostRedistribution in seconds for different number of processors. Even for 20 processors, this execution time is very small compared to the time required for remapping for nominal data sizes. Table 3 gives a comparison of cost of remapping 1K x 1 array for both MCR and all feasible arrangements over 10 randomly generated samples based on the followingredistributioncost metric: number of elements that have to be moved across a network for the processors to adapt to a new computational powers. These results demonstrate that the performance of MCR is close to optimal for most cases.
Experimental results
We parallelized the loop in Figure 8 . The indirection array corresponds to the unstructured mesh in Figure 9 . The mesh has 30269 vertices and 44929 edges. The loop was repeated 508 times. The nodes of the mesh were transformed into a one-dimensional array using Recursive Spectral Bisection-based indexing [SI.
The load-balancing algorithmrequires an estimate of the current computational resources available on a given processor. There are several ways of estimating the computationalresources available to the data-parallel applications on a given processor. One metric we have used is the average computation time per data item. Each processor computes this information by dividing the total time spent on the computation by the number of data dements it owned. This assumes that the variation in computational cost per data unit is relatively small. We first measured the performance of the library in a static environment. Sort2 correspond to the time for building the communication schedule using Schedulesort 1 and Schedulesort2, respectively. For a fixed graph, as the number of processors increase, the cost of sorting-based schedules will decrease because the amount of data assigned to each processor decreases, When thenumber of processors increases, the number of message setups increases, adversely affecting the simple strategy. The time requirements for the latter two schemes can be reduced by improving our current software. Table 5 gives the execution time of the library in a static environment. These results show that a reasonable efficiency can be achieved in most cases. We used the same environment as above to measure the performance in an uncontrolled adaptive environment. The results are shown in Table 6 . These results show that dynamic repartitioning was useful in reducing the the overall execution time. One should note however that these results will, in general, depend on the load characteristics of a given environment for a particular time period.
We also measured the performance of our software in a controlled adaptive environment. The performance was measured using the following initial conditions: 1. A constant competing load was added to one of the processors (processor m ) .
2. The graph was decomposed assuming all the processors had equal computational ratio.
balancing (remapping and building the new communication schedule) is close to the time required for completing a few iterations of the parallel loop, while the cost of performing the load balance check is an order of magnitude lower. These results show that even if a check is done every 10 iterations, the overhead of performing this check will be small compared to the total execution cost; however, if the environment adapts during that time, the potential advantages of the remapping can be substantial. The frequency of this check and when the remapping should be performed are important parameters for achieving good performance, but are beyond the scope of this paper.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented several ogtimizationsnecessary for the parallelization of data-parallel applications on an adaptive and nonuniformcomputational environment. The library was evaluated on a cluster of workstations ushg P4 in static and adaptive environments. We showed that our runtime library can be used for effective paralldization b the above environment.
Several methods described in the paper are preliminary approaches. We are currently investigating improved methods for achieving similar goals, but at a considerably lower runtime overhead. Although the library was targeted towards solving an unstructured grid on a cluster of workstations, we believe many of the techniques developed in this paper are relevant for efficient solution of other regular as well as irregular data-parallel applications in a nonuniform and adaptive computational environment. We performed the following experiments:
